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Noticing that p*=p*+pf2 we find by addition
p2 = a2 (J'2 + J//2) + 02 (m>2 +
Hence since Z2 + T + Z"2 = 1 &c., we have
.
53.    Let us now apply this Lemma to any generator of the cylinder.   Let a, |8, 7 be the semi-axes of the imaginary focal conic, then, by Art. 36,
a2 = 0,    /32=-/v22/E2,    72=~AV/2?2.
The values of X, V are the squares of the semi-major axes of the two confocals ; let these be represented by MJR* and J&T//.R2 as in Art. 35. The direction cosines of any generator are (alt a2, a3) and its distance /> from the central point is given by jppi=Kta<?+K£af. Hence, substituting, the left-hand side of the equation in the Lemma reduces to zero. We therefore have          Mi2 + IT/2 = Kf + /C32.
If therefore any two planes at right angles are drawn through a possible Poinsot's axis and two confocals are drawn to touch these planes, the sum of the squares of the semi-major axes of these confocals is constant. This constant when multiplied by R2 is the sum of the squares of the astatic moments of the principal couples at the central point.
From this we may deduce as a corollary a theorem discovered by Darboux.
Let a plane be drawn through any possible Poinsot's axis to touch one of the focal conies, then a perpendicular plane through the same axis will touch another focal conic.
For in the limit these conies may be regarded as the bounding rims of two flat confocals whose semi-major axes are respectively KJR and KJ R.
54.   Ex. 1.   If a possible Poinsot's axis touch two confocals prove that the sum of the squares of their semi-major axes is equal to JC,2 -j- K<f after division by JR2.
If a straight line touch two confocals, and tangent planes are drawn at the points of contact, these planes are known to be at right angles. If we apply the general theorem in Art. 53 to these two tangent planes, the result follows at once.
Ex. 2. If a possible Poinsofs axis intersect one of the focal conies prove that it must intersect the other also.
For suppose it intersects the plane of xy in the elliptic focal conic, it may be regarded as touching the confocal surface whose semi-major axis is Ay JR. Hence it also touches the confocal surface whose semi-major axis is K^R (by the last example), i.e. it intersects the plane of xz in the hyperbolic focal conic.
Reduction to Three and to Four Forces.
55. We have seen that the forces of any astatic system may be reduced to two couples and a single force. This representation of the forces, though very simple in its character, may not always be convenient. These couples and the force have an intimate relation to the central point and central plane, and the positions of this point and plane may not suit the circumstances of the problem we wish to consider.
We shall now examine some other representations of an astatic system. We shall show that the forces may be reduced to three forces which act at three arbitrary points in the central plane.

